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Identification of Genes Regulated by Nanog
Which Is Involved in ES Cells Pluripotency
and Early Differentiation

Na Liu, Xiaoming Feng, Zhihong Fang, Fengxia Ma, Shihong Lu, Min Lu,* and Zhongchao Han*

State Key Laboratory of Experimental Hematology, National Research Center for Stem Cell Engineering and
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Abstract Nanog plays an important role in embryonic stem (ES) cells pluripotency and self-renewal, yet the precise
mechanism through which Nanog accomplishes this important function remains unclear. To understand comprehensive
molecular mechanism by which Nanog mediates, we identified genome-wide molecular changes upon silencing Nanog in
ES cells by using microarray technology. In order to downregulate Nanog expression efficiently, four siRNAs were designed
on the basis of the conserved Nanog sequence and their effects on the Nanog expression were tested. Among these four
siRNAs, Nanog-siRNA-P1 was found to be most effective. Once Nanog was downregulated, ES cells underwent
differentiation by showing morphological change and decreased proliferation rate. Microarray analysis was then used to
identify the altered gene expression after Nanog was silenced. A series of differentially expressed genes due to reduced
expression of Nanog was identified as Nanog-related genes. These genes identified here could provide insights into the roles
of Nanog in ES cells self-renewal and early differentiation. J. Cell. Biochem. 104: 2348–2362, 2008. � 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Embryonic stem (ES) cells are derived from
the pre-implantation blastocyst. The blastocyst
consists of an outer layer of trophoblast cells
which give rise to the placenta and an inner cell
population called the inner cell mass (ICM). The
ICM is destined to give rise to all tissues of the
body as well as some extraembryonic tissues,
and it is from these cells that ES cells are
derived. ES cells have two defining properties,
self-renewal and pluripotency, which make

them very attractive as an excellent source
to therapy of various diseases [Evans and
Kaufman, 1981; Smith, 1998; Reubinoff et al.,
2000]. In this process, a central step is to
develop methods to direct differentiation of ES
cells in a controlled manner to produce indi-
vidual populations of specific cell types. Fully
understanding of the mechanism involved in
the pluripotency and early differentiation is
essential for achieving these goals.

As reported previously, leukemia inhibitory
factor (LIF) has been utilized to maintain
the symmetrical self-renewal of mouse ES
cells [Smith et al., 1988; Williams et al., 1988;
Cartwright et al., 2005]. LIF plays an important
role in ES cells pluripotency through LIF-
STAT3 signaling transduction pathway. STAT3
activation is not only necessary, but also may
be sufficient for mouse ES cells self-renewal
[Yoshida et al., 1994; Niwa et al., 1998; Matsuda
et al., 1999]. But its role is not facultative
for human ES cell pluripotency. These results
argue that LIF-STAT3 is not fundamental for
ES cell pluripotency and predict the existence of
other mechanisms involved in both human and
mouse ES cells pluripotency [Daheron et al.,
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2004]. Recently, several groups of researchers
have identified some crucial factors involve in
ES cells self-renewal, such as Nanog [Chambers
et al., 2003; Mitsui et al., 2003], Oct4 [Nichols
et al., 1998; Niwa et al., 2000], Sox2 [Avilion et al.,
2003], and Klf4 [Li et al., 2005a]. Besides of
these factors, ERK [Hamazaki et al., 2006;
Li et al., 2007], Wnt [Kielman et al., 2002; Sato
et al., 2004; Miyabayashi et al., 2007], PI3K
[Paling et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 2006]
and TGFb [Ying et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2007]
signaling pathways have also been shown to
play a role in ES cells self-renewal.

Nanog, a homeodomain-containing protein, is
identified as a crucial factor that could sustain
ES cells pluripotency even in the absence of
LIF [Chambers et al., 2003; Mitsui et al., 2003].
Nanog is specifically expressed in ES cells and is
rapidly downregulated during differentiation.
Nanog is originally proposed as a transcription
repressor to inhibit the expression of genes
important for cell differentiation [Pan and Pei,
2005]. ES cells lacking Nanog trend to differ-
entiate spontaneously even in the presence of
LIF. RNA interference (RNAi)-mediated knock-
down of Nanog lead to differentiation of both
mouse and human ES cells [Zaehres et al., 2005;
Ivanova et al., 2006]. Overexpression of Nanog
in mouse and human ES cells enables them to
undergo self-renewal in the absence of LIF and
feeder cells [Chambers et al., 2003; Mitsui et al.,
2003; Darr et al., 2006]. Nanog-overexpressing
mouse ES cells also show a marked increase in
reprogramming activity after fusion with neu-
ral stem cells [Silva et al., 2006]. Takahashi and
his colleague generated induced pluripotent
stem (iPS) cells from mouse embryonic fibro-
blasts by introducing four factors, Oct4, Sox2,
c-Myc and Klf4 [Takahashi and Yamanaka,
2006; Takahashi et al., 2007]. Very recently,
three groups generate iPS cells using Nanog as
a more stringent selection marker. Nanog-
selected iPS cells are almost indistinguishable
from ES cells derived from ICM [Okita et al.,
2007; Meissner et al., 2007; Wernig et al., 2007].
A just published report showed that four factors
(Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, and Lin28) are sufficient to
reprogram human somatic cells to pluripotent
stem cells that exhibit the essential charac-
teristics of ES cells [Yu et al., 2007]. Although all
of these evidences show Nanog is a key trans-
cription factor in ES cells self-renewal, the
specific genes regulated by this factor in ES
cells have not been well identified. Elucidating

the target genes of Nanog can help us to study
the mechanism of ES cells self-renewal and
differentiation, and it will be helpful to generate
specific cell lineage which can be used in clinic.

In this article, we aimed to investigate the
genes regulated by Nanog in order to determine
the role of Nanog in the regulation of ES cells
self-renewal. For this purpose, it was important
to manuscript the expression level of Nanog in
ES cells. Here, we knocked down Nanog expres-
sion in mouse ES cells by RNA interference
(RNAi)-mediated gene silencing. Microarray
analysis was then used to identify the down-
stream genes of Nanog. In this case, we chose
the earliest time when ES cells just lose their
Nanog expression. These genes identified here
will provide insights into the roles of Nanog in
ES cells self-renewal and early differentiation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mouse ES Cell Culture

Mouse ES cell line, J1 cell line, was derived
from a male agouti 129S4/SvJae embryo [Li
et al., 1992]. J1 cells (kindly provided by
Dr. Zhengyu Wang (Harvard University)), were
cultured, as previously reported by our labo-
ratory [Li et al., 2005b], on g-irradiated mouse
embryonic fibroblast feeder layer (SNL). The
medium consisted of high glucose Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (no-pyruvate,
high-glucose formulation; GIBCO-BRL) supple-
mented with 15% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone);
1� nonessential amino acids (Hyclone), 2.0 mM
L-glutamine, 1000 U/ml mouse recombine
LIF (Chemicon); 100 mM 2-mercaptoethanol
(Sigma), 100 U penicillin; and 100 mg/ml strepto-
mycin. The culture medium was changed
every day, and the cells were passaged every
2 or 3 days. Differentiated J1 cells were induced
by removing LIF and SNL from culture medium
for 7 days. SNL was cultured in the DMEM
with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine,
100 U penicillin, and 100 mg/ml streptomycin.

siRNAs Design, Synthesis and Transfection

Four siRNAs corresponding to Nanog
(AY278951.1) were designed as recommended
[Elbashir et al., 2002] (using the Ambion
online designer tools at http://www.ambion.
com/techlib/misc/sirna_tools.html). In brief, we
selected siRNA sequence that started with AA
and then analyzed every sequence by BLAST
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast) to ensure
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that there were no significant sequence homo-
logies with other genes. Four siRNA sequences
for Nanog were selected for testing. GFP-siRNA
served as negative control siRNA which lacks
significant sequence homology to the genome.
And the duplex siRNA was synthesis by the
Silencer siRNA Construction Kit (Ambion).
Mouse Nanog short interference and negative
control siRNA sequences are listed in Table I.
Cy3-labeled siRNAs were synthesized using
Label IT siRNA Tracker Intracellular Loca-
lization Kit (Mirus). Cy3-labeled GFP-siRNA
allows to visual monitoring of transfection
efficiency. After 24 h, transfection efficiency
was counted by flow cytometry.

All transfections were done using Lipofecta-
mine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the stand-
ard protocol. To increase transfection efficiency
cells were transfected at the time of plating. J1
cells were seeded onto 24-well plates at 105 cells
per well and transfected with 100 nM siRNA
with 2 mg/ml Lipofectamine 2000. siRNA
duplex and Lipofectamine 2000 were diluted
with opti-DMEM. Each knockdown experiment
was performed at least twice.

RNA Extraction

At 24 and 48 h after transfection, total RNA
was isolated by the TRIzol method (Invitrogen)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Twenty micrograms total RNA was purified
using RNeasy Mini-Kit (Qiagen) following the
manufacturer’s RNA clean-up protocol with
the optional on-column DNase treatment. The
integrity and quality of the RNA were verified
by electrophoresis and its concentration was
measured. Two micrograms total RNA was
reverse transcribed using M-MLV reverse
transcriptase (Promega) in 50 ml volume at
378C for 2 h.

Polymerase Chain Reactions Analysis
of Gene Expression

Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were car-
ried out using Taq DNA polymerase (TaKaRa,
Japan). Primers for RT-PCR and real-time
PCR were obtained from Sangon (Shanghai).
Real-time PCR analysis was carried out using
QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Master mix
(Qiagen). PCR reactions were carried out in an
ABI7500 sequence detection system (Applied
Biosystems, CA) as follows: 958C for 15 min for
1 cycle and 40 cycles of 948C for 15 s and 608C 30 s
and 728C 34 s.A dissociationcurve was run at the
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end of the reaction for product specificity.
For each sample, expression of target and
marker genes was normalized to the expression
of GAPDH. The primers used for real-time PCR
were shown in supplemental online Table I.
Each real-time PCR reaction was performed in
duplicate.

Flow Cytometry

J1 cells were dissociated with Trypsin (0.25%)
plus EDTA (1 mM, GIBCO), washed twice in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The cells were
then immediately analyzed on a FACScan flow
cytometer (Becton Dickinson).

Western Blotting

Cells were collected and washed twice with
cold PBS. And then cells were resuspended in
cell lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris (pH 7.4),
150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM
NaF, 20 mM Na4P2O7, 1 mM Na3VO4, 1% Triton
X-100, 10% glycerol, 0.25% deoxycholate
and 0.1% SDS. Lysate was electrophoresed
using SDS-PAGE (10% polyacrylamide gel)
and blotted 1.5 h onto polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF) membrane. Membranes were blocked
for overnight with 5% fat-free milk solution.
Samples were probed with antibody anti-Nanog
1/1,000 (BETHYL) and anti-actin 1/200 (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology). Anti-goat or anti-mouse
IgG-peroxidase conjugate (Sigma) was diluted
at 1:5,000. Staining was visualized using an
electogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) kit
(Amersham Biosciences Corp.).

Cell Proliferation Assays

Cell counts. J1 cells were seeded in gelatin-
coated six-well plates at a density of 3� 104 cells
per well and then transfected with Nanog-
siRNA-P1 and GFP-siRNA at 100 nM. Tripli-
cate wells for each treatment. And cells were
digested using 0.25% trypsin–EDTA at 12,
24 and 48 h after transfection. Trypan blue
was added to the suspension and the number of
viable (Trypan blue negative) cells was counted
using a hemocytometer.

Cell proliferation was measured using Cell
Proliferation ELISA, BrdU (Roche Molecular
Biochemicals). We measured BrdU incorpora-
tion according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
J1 cells were cultured on gelatin in 96-well
plates (104 cells/well) with or without Nanog
RNA interference. At 45 h after transfection,
BrdU was added to a final concentration of

10 mM. Cells were labeled with BrdU for 3 h.
After fixation, a peroxidase conjugated anti-
BrdU antibody was added and incubated for
60 min after washing, a peroxidase substrate
was added and absorbance was measured in an
ELISA plate reader. Data were analyzed by
Student’s t-test. A value of P< 0.05 was con-
sidered statistical significance.

Microarray Analysis

According to the methods previously described
[Patterson et al., 2006], microarray analysis was
performed in CapitalBio Corp. (Beijing, China)
using 36K Mouse Genome Array (version 4.0),
consisting of 35,852 70-mer probes representing
25,000 genes and 38,000 gene transcripts, was
purchased (Operon) and printed on silanized
glass slides using a SmartArrayTM microarrayer
(CapitalBio). Five micrograms DNase-treated
total RNA was prepared and fluorescent dye
(Cy5 and Cy3-dCTP)-labeled cDNA, produced
through Eberwine’s linear RNA amplification
method [Van Gelder et al., 1990] and subsequent
enzymatic reaction, were then hybridized to
an array. Finally, arrays were scanned with a
confocal LuxScanTM scanner (CapitalBio), and
the data of obtained images were extracted with
SpotData software (CapitalBio).

After normalized by the LOWESS method,
the data were filtered for nonreliable signals
[Yang et al., 2002]. Significantly different
genes were identified using a 1-class unpaired
significance analysis of microarrays (SAMs)
[Tusher et al., 2001]. The SAM delta values
were adjusted to obtain the largest gene list that
gave a false discovery rate (FDR) of less than
5%. Using the SAM-derived gene lists, average
linkage hierarchical cluster analysis was con-
ducted using Pearson correlation in the
Cluster program and the data were visualized
in Treeview [Eisen et al., 1998].

RESULTS

Silencing of Nanog Expression
by RNA Interference

In order to knock-down endogenous Nanog
expression effectively in J1 cells, we initially
tested four different siRNAs directed against
Nanog mRNA. The mouse Nanog gene and
the location of the four siRNAs target sites are
indicated in Figure 1A. The sequence informa-
tion is listed in Table I. We labeled GFP-siRNA
with Cy3 to analyze the transfection efficiency
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Fig. 1. Nanog RNA interference specifically reduces Nanog
expression in J1 cell line. A: Schematic representation of the
mouse Nanog gene; exons are represented by boxes and introns
by lines. The location of four siRNAs target sites is indicated.
B: Visualization analysis of transfection efficiency of siRNA in J1
cells. Photos were taken at 24 h after Cy3-GFP-siRNA was
transfected. C: Flow cytometry analysis of transfection efficiency
at 24 h. Cells were seed in 24-well plates, and transfection was
performed as described in materials and methods. The trans-
fection efficiency was up to 93% when J1 cells were transfected
with 100 nM Cy3-GFP-siRNA. D: RT-PCR analysis. Total RNA
was extracted from cells treated for 24 h with the siRNAs against
Nanog or with siRNA against GFP. GADPH was used as an
internal control. Molecular weight markers are indicated on the

left. E: Nanog expressionwas assessed by real-time PCR 24 h after
transfection in cells treated with Nanog-siRNAs and GFP-siRNA.
Differentiated J1 cells were used as a positive control. The data
were represented the mean� SD from three independent
experiments. The value for the GFP-siRNA treated cells was set
to 1 (100%), and all other values were calculated with respect to
this. Statistical significance of the results was assessed using
Student’s t-test. *Statistically significant changes in expression
between the Nanog siRNA treated cells and control cells
(P<0.01). F: Western blot analysis of Nanog protein levels in
J1 cells 24 h after transfection. The blot was probed with anti-
bodies against Nanog and beta-Actin. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]



of siRNA in J1 cells. GFP-siRNA-Cy3 was
transfected in J1 cells as described in methods.
Strong intracellular fluorescent signal was
observed by fluorescence microscopy in each
J1 cells colony at 24 h after transfection
(Fig. 1B). Ninety-three percent of transfection
efficiency was determined by flow cytometry
analysis (Fig. 1C), which was sufficient for our
RNAi experiment.

Following establishment of the improved
transfection method for J1 cells, we proceeded
to transfect J1 cells using siRNAs and measured
Nanog mRNA levels to identify the effective
siRNA for Nanog silencing. We used the
optimized transfection condition established in
previous experiment. Differentiated J1 cells
were used here as positive control cells in which
Nanog expression was downregulated. As
shown in Figure 1D, transfection of each of four
different Nanog-siRNAs into J1 cells resulted in
a reduction of endogenous Nanog mRNA to
different levels. Nanog-siRNA-P2, Nanog-
siRNA-P3 and GFP-siRNA did not show sig-
nificant downregulation of Nanog at concen-
trations up to 100 nM. The precise interference
rate at mRNA level was then analyzed by real-
time PCR. We consistently observed the stron-
gest inhibitory effect on Nanog expression by
Nanog-siRNA-P1 (Fig. 1E). Nanog-siRNA-P1
reduced Nanog expression significantly: the
level is only 11% of that of the GFP-siRNA
control. Nanog expression level in J1 cells
treated with Nanog-siRNA-P1 was even lower
than that in the differentiated J1 cells. This
result showed Nanog-siRNA-P1 could effi-
ciently silence Nanog expression. Efficiency of
Nanog silencing was also confirmed by analyz-
ing Nanog protein level (Fig. 1F). Therefore, we
chose Nanog-siRNA-P1 for subsequent analy-
ses.

Morphological Change of ES Cells
after Nanog-Silencing

To explore the effect of Nanog downregulation
in mouse ES cells, we examined the phenotype
change of cells after Nanog-silencing. At 24 h
after transfection, it had no obvious difference
between the Nanog downregulated and control
cells. Forty-eight hours after transfection,
untreated ES cells (Fig. 2A) and GFP-siRNA
control (Fig. 2B) cells maintained the undiffer-
entiated morphology. Cells grew as compact colo-
nies. However, the Nanog downregulated cells
lost the compact dome-like colony morphology

Fig. 2. J1 cells phenotype after Nanog was knockdown.
Pictures were taken 48 h after transfection. Untreated
cells (A) and GFP-siRNA transfection cells (B) maintain ES
cells compact colony morphology. C: Cells transfected
with Nanog-siRNA-P1 displayed differentiated phenotype. Cell
colony became flat and spread.
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characteristic of undifferentiated cells and
assumed the morphology of differentiated
cells, exhibiting highly spread and an expansive
cytoplasm that frequently surrounded neigh-
boring cells (Fig. 2C). This result indicated
that Nanog was a crucial factor in ES cells
pluripotency, whose downregulation induces
ES cells differentiation even in the presence of
LIF [Chambers et al., 2003; Mitsui et al., 2003].

Inhibition of J1 Cell Growth by
Downregulation of Nanog Expression

In the RNA interference experiment, we
found J1 cells colonies in Nanog downregulated
group were smaller than that of control group.
We continued to examine if Nanog downregu-
lation could affect J1 cells proliferation. We seed
J1 cells in 6 wells plate at concentration of
3� 104 cells/well, and counted the number of
cells at 12, 24, 48 h after Nanog-siRNA-P1
transfection. Each treatment performed tripli-
cate. The results showed that knock-down
of Nanog impaired cell proliferation. Nanog
downregulation significantly inhibited J1 cells
growth at 48 h (Fig. 3A).

BrdU incorporation assay was then used to
confirm the effects of Nanog-siRNA-P1 on J1
cells proliferation as previously assessed by cell
count assay. The BrdU assay measures incor-
poration of BrdU in cell DNA which correlates
with DNA synthesis and allows a direct eva-
luation of cell proliferation on DNA level. It
measures cell proliferation by detecting divid-
ing cells. Similar to the results of cell count
assay, BrdU incorporation of GFP-siRNA
treated control cells and untreated cells did
not differ significantly, indicating that the
RNA interference process has no effect on cell
proliferation. BrdU incorporation in Nanog-
siRNA-P1 treated cells was significantly lower
than that of the untreated cells and control cells
(Fig. 3B).

Identification of Genes That Differentially
Expressed After Silencing of Nanog Expression

To identify Nanog-related genes, we sup-
pressed Nanog expression in mouse ES cells
using Nanog-siRNA-P1 and analyzed the
resulting alteration of the expressed gene
profile with a microarray system. Changes in
the expression pattern of cellular genes were
analyzed 24 and 48 h after transfection (in
triplicate). SAM, a statistical method adapted
specifically for microarrays, was used to identify

genes that were differentially expressed
between the J1 cells transfected with Nanog-
siRNA-P1 and GFP-siRNA [Tusher et al., 2001].
GFP-siRNA served to correct for potential off-
target effects that could be induced by siRNAs
in general [Cullen, 2006]. We only selected
genes that fulfilled the cut-off criteria of an
FDR <5% for further analysis. Using this
method, 1,169 and 1,242 genes were identified
as differentially expressed at 24 and 48 h
after Nanog was downregulated (Fig. 4C). Two
thousand six genes were identified at least
at one time and 395 genes expression was
changed at both time points. The genes with
significant change are presented in supplemen-
tal online data Table II. These differentially
expressed genes were then grouped according to
their expression profile by hierarchical cluster-
ing with the Pearson’s correlation (Fig. 4).
Figure 4A shows that the pattern of gene

Fig. 3. Cell growth inhibition by Nanog-silencing in J1 cells.
A: 3�104 cells were seeded on a six-well flask and cultured for
3 days. Cell growth rate was performed in triplicate and
quantified by counting cells under light microscopy at an
indicated time after transfected. B: Cell viability was determined
by BrdU assay at 48 h after transfection. Cell viability is
significantly decreased in J1 cells undergoing Nanog knock-
down. Bar graphs represent mean� SD, N¼ 8. *P<0.01 vs.
control cells.
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expression at 48 h was similar to that at 24 h.
The top 30 statistically significant up- and
downregulated genes at each time points after
Nanog silenced were listed in Figure 5.

Nanog downregulation could induce ES cells
differentiation. And more gene expression
would be altered during ES cells differentiation.
Those genes included differentiation-related
and Nanog-related genes. In order to well
explore the Nanog-related genes rather than
differentiation-related genes, our focus pres-
ently concentrates on these genes whose expres-
sion was changed at the earlier time point (24 h)
when Nanog was downregulated. By adopting
this approach, we identified a subset of 1,169
genes (FDR< 0.05) as Nanog-related genes
including 607 upregulated and 562 downregu-

lated genes in Nanog-silencing J1 cells (supple-
mental online data Table II). A significant
subset of outlier genes were further narrowed
by filtering genes that showed a great than
�1.5-fold expression change in Nanog-silencing
J1 cells compared to the average values for
control cells. From this analysis 305 genes were
identified (Fig. 4C).

Results revealed some genes involved in ES
cells self-renewal and pluripotency were down-
regulated after Nanog-silencing, such as Utf1,
Tcl1, Tcf3, Klf4, Aes1, Thy1, and Ets2 [Li et al.,
2005; Ivanova et al. 2006; Matoba et al. 2006;
Pereira et al., 2006; Takahashi and Yamanaka,
2006; Tan et al., 2007]. On the other hand,
some genes implicated in differentiation were
upregulated, including Lefty1, Otx2, GATA6

Fig. 4. Heatmap of differentially expressed genes upon siRNA-mediated silencing of Nanog expression.
A: Genes which were changed with FDR< 0.05 in any of the two time points were hierarchical clustered for
similarity. BL Examples of genes with significant change at both 24 and 48 h (FDR< 0.05). Color code: red,
upregulation; green, downregulation, black, no change; gray, absent. C: Number of genes with significantly
different expression following Nanog loss. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Fig. 5. SAM analysis of gene expression profile in Nanog-silencing cells. Top 30 differentially regulated
genes with fold change in the significant different genes at 24 h (A) and 48 h (B) after Nanog-silencing.
Only known genes are listed. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.
interscience.wiley.com.]
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and Idb1 (Fig. 4B) [Fujikura et al., 2002; Ahn
et al., 2004; Vernay et al., 2005; Tabibzadeh
and Hemmati-Brivanlou, 2006]. Aes1 was pre-
viously identified as a target gene of STAT3 in
mouse ES cells [Sekkaı̈ et al., 2005]. Tcf3 was
involved in Wnt signaling pathway and Id1 was
the downstream target of BMP4 [Molenaar
et al., 1996; Ying et al., 2003; Miyabayashi
et al., 2007]. Utf1 and Otx2 were related with
Oct4 in ES cells [Saijoh et al., 1996; Matoba
et al., 2006; Babaie et al., 2007]. Leftb (Lefty 1)
was previously considered as a marker of stem-
ness, but its expression was not quenched
upon differentiation. The expression of Lefty
1 increased following ES cells differentiation
induced by retinoic acid (RA) or LIF removed
[Sekkaı̈ et al., 2005; Tabibzadeh and Hemmati-
Brivanlou, 2006]. All of these suggested com-
plex regulatory network in which Nanog and
other factors (STAT3, Oct4, Wnt, and Bmp4)
collectively regulated downstream genes to
control ES cell differentiation. These factors
formed a regulatory network to regulate each
other, which maintain the properties of ES cells.
GATA6, a known differentiated marker gene,
was also reported as a downstream target gene
of Nanog [Chambers et al., 2003]. Its expression
was repressed by Nanog in ES cells and ICM.
When Nanog was downregulation or ES cells
differentiation, GATA6 expression can be up-
regulated. In our experiment, GATA6 was also
upregulated when Nanog was knockdown.
Patterns of expression for these genes are all
shown in Figure 4B.

We also analyzed genes involved in signaling
pathways according to their expression during
Nanog downregulation (Table II). We observed
significant changes in key components of Notch,
MAPK, Jak-STAT3, Wnt, TGFb, and cell cycle
signaling pathway. This finding was consistent
with previous report that these signaling path-
ways may be involved in mouse ES cells dif-
ferentiation and pluripotency [Niwa et al., 1998;
Jirmanova et al., 2002; Ying et al., 2003; Sato
et al., 2004].

Comparison With Previous Analyses

Recently, genome-wide surveys of Nanog and
Oct4-binding sites have been performed on human
ES cells by chromatin–immunoprecipitation-
on-chip assays (ChIP-Chip) [Boyer et al., 2005]
and on mouse ES cells by ChIP-PET assays [Loh
et al., 2006]. The study of Boyer is an initial step in
deciphering the network of transcription factors

that regulate ES cells self-renewal. They found
that Nanog was associated with 1,687 of the
promoter regions in the �8 to þ2 kb region,
relative to the transcription start site [Boyer et al.,
2005]. In Loh’s paper, 1,531 genes were identified
as direct downstream target of Nanog in mouse ES
cells [Loh et al., 2006]. In our experiment, Nanog
expression was acutely downregulated in J1 cells
using RNA interference, and then expression
profiling was analyzed by cDNA microarray to
identify potential downstream targets of Nanog.
We then compared our result with the result by
Loh, which was also obtained from mouse ES cell
(Fig. 6). In 1,169 genes, 902 genes had unigene
name.Aportionof146outof902genes (16%) inour
study overlapped with Loh’s ChIP-PET result
(supplemental online data Table III). These over-
lapping genes might be the direct target genes of
Nanog. Other genes that were either up- or
downregulated on Nanog knockdown but unavail-
able in the data set of Loh may be considered as the
indirect target or novel target genes of Nanog
(Fig. 6).

Conformation of Gene Expression
by Real-Time PCR

To validate the data of microarray, we
performed real-time PCR with specific primers
to confirm relative changes in the expression

TABLE II. Signaling Pathways of Which
Gene Components Show Significant

Expression Changes When Nanog was
Silenced

Pathway name
Total
genes P value

Aminosugars metabolism 6 0.0000
Gap junction 12 0.0000
B cell receptor signaling pathway 7 0.0000
Notch signaling pathway 5 0.0000
Long-term potentiation 7 0.0000
Cell communication 8 0.0000
Insulin signaling pathway 9 0.0000
MAPK signaling pathway 18 0.0000
Carbon fixation 5 0.0000
Regulation of actin cytoskeleton 15 0.0000
Phosphatidylinositol signaling system 6 0.0000
Jak-STAT signaling pathway 10 0.0000
Focal adhesion 14 0.0000
Cell cycle 12 0.0000
Antigen processing and presentation 12 0.0000
Fructose and mannose metabolism 5 0.0011
Calcium signaling pathway 8 0.0015
Arginine and proline metabolism 5 0.0015
Cytokine–cytokine receptor interaction 13 0.0016
Wnt signaling pathway 8 0.0018
TGF-beta signaling pathway 6 0.0019
Glycolysis/gluconeogenesis 5 0.0019
Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) 8 0.0022
Apoptosis 6 0.0027
mTOR signaling pathway 4 0.0066
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level of some genes. Eighteen genes were chosen
for validation by quantitative real-time PCR
analysis. Our primers sequences were listed in
supplemental online data Table I. Values for
each gene were normalized to value obtained
for GAPDH. All of these genes showed a
comparable alteration between microarray
assay and real-time PCR analysis as shown
in Figure 7. Although real-time PCR analysis

showed greater sensitivity and dynamic range
than that of microarray experiments, the data
obtained from two methods showed the same
positive or negative trend (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

It is widely recognized that gain- and loss-
of-function approaches are essential for under-
standing the function of specific genes. RNA
interference provides a new approach for eluci-
dation of gene function. RNAi is a sequence-
specific, post-transcriptional gene silencing
mechanism initiated in animals and plant by
the introduction of double stranded RNA
homologous in sequence to the silenced genes
[Bass, 2001; Elbashir et al., 2001]. In this work,
we generated Nanog knockdown ES cells
using RNA interference. Barriers to achieving
efficient and specific gene silencing in RNAi
experiment include limitations in transfection
efficiency and specificity of RNAi silencing
effectors [Elbashir et al., 2002]. The impact of
poor transfection efficiency on RNAi knockdown
is significant. In our experiment, we used Cy3 to
observe the transfection efficiency. The results
demonstrated that nearly 93% of cells are
successfully transfected and this transfection
efficiency was sufficient for our RNAi experi-
ment. Off-target effects could be corrected by
GFP-siRNA control [Cullen, 2006].

Fig. 6. The VENN diagram shows overlaps between genes
differentially expressed in Nanog-silencing ES cells and pub-
lished direct targets based on ChIP-PET. The region of overlap
between our and Loh’s result indicated the number of direct
target genes of Nanog. Nonoverlapping region in our result
indicate indirect target genes or novel target genes of Nanog.

Fig. 7. Real-time PCR confirmed our microarray result. Eighteen genes were chosen for validation by
quantitative real-time PCR analysis. All of these genes showed a comparable alteration between microarray
assay and real-time PCR analysis.
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It has been reported that Nanog expression
can be downregulated using RNAi method
in ES cells [Hyslop et al., 2005; Zaehres et al.,
2005; Hough et al., 2006]. In those reports
retroviral and lentiviral vectors or other vectors
were used to suppress Nanog expression for
long time. Nanog downregulation induced ES
cells differentiation. Gene expression pattern
was changed following ES cells differentiation.
Most of these changed genes might be the
result of differentiation following with Nanog-
silencing. To narrow down this signature and to
enrich it for genes that are likely targets of
Nanog, we focused on genes changed imme-
diately after Nanog was suppressed using
duplex short RNA (dsRNA) in vitro. At 24 h
(earlier time point for Nanog downregulation),
we observed the change of gene expression by
microarray. At this time point, Nanog expres-
sion level in Nanog-silencing cells was signifi-
cantly lower than control cells (Fig. 1). But Oct4
expression level showed no significant change
in Nanog-silencing ES cells compared with
control, indicating J1 cells had no significant
differentiation when Nanog-siRNA-P1 was
transfected for 24 h. But, at this time point,
undifferentiated transcription factor 1 (Utf1), a
very reliable marker for early differentiation,
was obviously decreased. Utf1 was regarded as
a sensitive marker of undifferentiated ES
cells. Importantly, its transcriptional regula-
tion was very sensitive to differentiation cues
and switched off faster and with a larger
magnitude than Oct4 or Sox2 during ES cells
differentiation [Tan et al., 2007]. The expres-
sion pattern of Oct4 and Utf1 indicated that
Nanog downregulation could induce ES cells
differentiation. Twenty-four hours after Nanog
was silenced, the differentiation was switched
on, but the differentiation-related genes expres-
sion had no significant change. At this time
point, less effect of differentiation was included
in our result. Here, 1,169 genes were identified
as the potential target genes of Nanog in mouse
ES cells. These changed genes in our experi-
ment were considered as the result of Nanog
downregulation, and this would help us to
known better the mechanism of Nanog in ES
cells.

Nanog is a crucial factor for maintaining
ES cell pluripotency. A first step to understand
the function of Nanog is to identify downstream
target genes. Two groups have provided a list
of Nanog target genes by analysis of their

regulatory sequences (such as enhancers/
promoters) which can be bound by Nanog using
ChIP-Chip in human ES cells and ChIP-PET in
mouse ES cells. They showed some important
information about how Nanog regulated
ES cells self-renewal and differentiation. But
many crucial questions remained unanswered.
First, their results could not provide us enough
information about the positive or negative
effect of Nanog on these genes. Second, Nanog
regulate genes expression not only by direct
effect (bound to enhancers/promoters) but also
by the indirect effect. Results from Boyer and
Loh could not give us information about the
indirect target genes of Nanog. Furthermore,
promoters of some genes could bind with Nanog,
but did not mean they were regulated by Nanog
[Boyer et al., 2005; Orkin, 2005; Loh et al., 2006;
Matoba et al., 2006]. Such information can be
obtained only by analyzing of global gene
expression profiling when Nanog expression
was specifically and acutely altered in ES cells.
Our result based on RNA interference and
microarray analysis could provided more infor-
mation about the Nanog regulation network in
ES cells pluripotency and early differentiation.
To better evaluate the relationship between
Nanog and these target genes, we compared our
result with Loh’s, which was also obtained from
mouse ES cells. 146 genes out of 1,169 were
overlap with Loh’s result [Loh et al., 2006].
We considered this part of genes as the direct
targets of Nanog, such as GATA6, Tcf3, Ets2,
Utf1, Otx2, and others. Nanog bound the
promoter of these genes and regulated their
expression. The remaining genes that were
either up- or downregulated with Nanog knock-
down but were unavailable in the data set of Loh
might be the indirect target or novel target
genes of Nanog. All of the 1,169 changed genes
seemed to be involved in the effect of Nanog on
ES cells pluripotency. This information pro-
vided new sight to understand the mechanism
of Nanog in ES cells self-renewal and early
differentiation.

Our results indicate that RNA interference
combined with microarray method is a feasible
and effective approach to identify genes in-
volved in Nanog regulation pathway. The
approaches used in this work can be applied to
other key transcription factors functioning in
ES cells. The results presented here further our
understanding of the mechanisms of Nanog in
ES cells. Further functional analysis of these
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identified genes is required to better under-
stand the molecular mechanism of Nanog in ES
cells self-renewal. However, our work has shed
new light on the mechanisms underlying the
function of Nanog in ES cells. The meaningful
information obtained here about ES cells self-
renewal and differentiation will be beneficial for
other investigator in this filed.
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